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Why sub-PeV gamma rays?

2Christopher Eckner, eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr 2

Gamma-ray indirect searches for exotic physics means finding a tiny signal in a sea of 
astrophysically produced gamma rays.

IDM 2022

✦ At sub-PeV energies, Galactic physics probably only major contributor. 

✦ Exotic physics, especially feebly interacting particles as ALPs, circumvent EBL 
absorption. —> May give rise to extragalactic gamma-ray contribution.

The sub-PeV range ([10,1000] TeV) is devoid of most of the extragalactic 
contributions known at lower energies.  
The reason: absorption on the extragalactic background light (EBL)
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Abstract. The study of the extragalactic background light (EBL) is undergoing a renaissance. New results from very high
energy experiments and deep space missions have broken the deadlock between the contradictory measurements in the optical
and near-IR arising from direct versus discrete source estimates. We are also seeing advances in our ability to model the EBL
from �-ray to radio wavelengths with improved dust models and AGN handling. With the advent of deep and wide spectroscopic
and photometric redshift surveys, we can now subdivide the EBL into redshift intervals. This allows for the recovery of the
Cosmic Spectral Energy Distribution (CSED), or emissivity of a representative portion of the Universe, at any time. With new
facilities coming online, and more unified studies underway from �-ray to radio wavelengths, it will soon be possible to measure
the EBL to within 1 per cent accuracy. At this level correct modelling of reionisation, awareness of missing populations or light,
radiation from the intra-cluster and halo gas, and any signal from decaying dark-matter all become important. In due course,
the goal is to measure and explain the origin of all photons incident on the Earth’s surface from the extragalactic domain, and
within which is encoded the entire history of energy production in our Universe.

Keywords. cosmology: di↵use radiation, cosmology: observations, galaxy: evolution

Figure 1. A compendium of recent EBL measurements, mainly based on data assembled by Hill, Masui & Scott (2018) and
also including the Andrews et al. (2018) UV-far-IR model (purple line), the recent semi-analytic Shark model (Lagos et al. 2019,
, in magenta) and the Khaire & Srianand (2019) �-ray to radio model (gold line).
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mixture of radiation fields, e.g.: light from stars/galaxies,  
                                                                           light re-radiated after absorption by dust 
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✦ The frequency of gamma rays decreases with increasing energy, hence detectors must  
cover large areas to gather sufficient statistics —> Limits us to ground-based observations.


✦ Indirect detection and reconstruction of primary cosmic rays via secondary particles of the 
triggered extensive air shower.


✦ Current experimental setup: Array of scintillators and water tanks to measure the properties 
of incoming secondary particles
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has been measured in a wide energy range from radio
up to nearly 100 TeV. However, the photons of energy
E > 100 TeV have never been detected so far.
Photons in the TeV energies from the Crab Nebula

have been observed with many ground-based gamma-ray
experiments [2–11]. Among them, the HEGRA exper-
iment had obtained the energy spectrum which can be
approximately fitted by a single power-law shape E!p

in the highest energy range up to 75 TeV [12]. Alter-
natively, the H.E.S.S. experiment characterized the ob-
served energy spectrum by E!pexp(!E/Ec), with the
index p = 2.39± 0.03 and the exponential cuto! energy
Ec = (14.3 ± 2.1) TeV between 440 GeV and 40 TeV
[6]. At sub-PeV energies between 141 TeV and 646 TeV,
the CASA-MIA experiment had set stringent flux upper
limits by an air shower (AS) array and the underground
muon detector (MD) array [13].
The Tibet AS! experiment achieved the first success-

ful observation of the Crab Nebula in the multi-TeV re-
gion in 1999, using the Tibet AS array with an area of
5,175 m2 [5]. Subsequently, the Tibet-III array with
an area of 22,050 m2 has been operating since 1999.
With this array, we measured the energy spectrum of the
Crab Nebula at energies between 1.7 and 40 TeV [14].
In 2007, a prototype underground water-Cherenkov-type
MD with a detection area of 100 m2 for two cells was
built beneath the Tibet-III array. By this MD, we de-
termined the most stringent flux upper limit for Crab
photons > 140 TeV [15].
Since the beginning of 2014, a water-Cherenkov-type

MD array with a total area of "3,400 m2 started oper-
ation. In this Letter, we report on the photon spectrum
of the Crab in the highest energy range of 3 to "400 TeV
observed by the Tibet AS array with this new MD array.

II. EXPERIMENT OF AS AND MD ARRAYS

The Tibet AS array has been continuously observing
very-high-energy cosmic rays above TeV at Yangbajing
(90.522"E, 30.102"N; Altitude 4300 m) in Tibet, China
[14]. The current AS array, covering an area of 65,700 m2,
consists of 597 plastic scintillation detectors indicated by
small dots in Fig. 1, each with 0.5 m2 detection area. This
array detects the electromagnetic components in an AS,
such as e±’s and !’s, and each detector measures the ar-
rival times and densities of the detected particles. With
these data, the arrival direction and energy of the pri-
mary cosmic ray are then reconstructed event by event.
The Tibet MD array consists of 64 water-Cherenkov-

type detectors located at 2.4 m underground beneath the
AS array as shown by open squares in Fig. 1(a). Each
detector is a waterproof concrete cell filled with water of
1.5 m in depth, 7.35 m # 7.35 m in area, viewed by a
20-inch-diameter downward-facing photomultiplier tube
(PMT) on the ceiling. The inner walls and floor are cov-
ered by white Tyvek sheets to e"ciently collect water
Cherenkov light produced by muons in water. The elec-
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FIG. 1. (a) An event display of the observed photon-like AS
of energy 251 TeV. The size and color of each circle repre-
sent the logarithmic particle density and the relative timing
in each detector, respectively. The arrow head and direction
indicate the AS core location and incident direction, respec-
tively. Dots and open squares denote scintillation detectors
and underground MDs, respectively. The enclosed area by
the dashed line indicates the fiducial area of the AS array.
(b) Lateral distribution of the photon-like shower event in
panel (a). The solid circles and curve show the experimen-
tal data and fitting result by the Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen
(NKG) function to the data recorded by detectors more than
10 m apart from the AS axis. The dashed curve and open
circles are an extrapolation of the NKG function fitting and
the unused data within 10 m from the AS axis.

tromagnetic component is shielded by the soil overburden
corresponding to "19 radiation lengths, while the en-
ergy threshold for muons to penetrate the soil is approx-
imately 1 GeV. A primary photon induced AS produces
much less muons than a primary cosmic ray induced AS
does [16]. The Tibet MD array thus enables us to e"-
ciently discriminate a cosmic-ray background event from
a photon signal by means of counting muon number in
an AS.

Operating these two arrays in parallel, we collected AS
and muon data during 719 live days from 2014 February
to 2017 May.
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Figure 1. Layout of LHAASO. Black points:
position of scintillators. Red circles: position
of muon detectors. At the center, the three
WCDA ponds.
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Figure 2. LHAASO di↵erential sensitivity to
a Crab-like point gamma ray source compared
to that of other experiments. The Crab
nebula flux is shown as a reference.

particularly competitive in the gamma ray energy range above a few tens of TeVs, an energy
region almost completely unexplored.

The capability to identify and reject the cosmic rays background is one of the main factors
that determines the sensitivity of an instrument. The hadron discrimination in WCDA is based
on the di↵erent topology of gamma ray and hadronic showers, employing the same technique
developed by the Milagro detector and now used by HAWC. The KM2A array instead employs
the detection of muons to recognize cosmic rays showers, that above 10 TeV have a muon content
⇠10-20 times larger than that of gamma ray showers, for the same electronic size. According to
simulations, the fraction of cosmic rays that survives the discrimination cuts is less than 0.001%
at energies above ⇠100 TeV. This means that in this energy range the study of the gamma
emission can be considered as background free, because after applying the rejection procedure
the expected background is less than one event per year. In these conditions the sensitivity
increases linearly with time instead of the square root of time, as in presence of background.

The LHAASO field of view (FOV) in principle includes all the sky above the horizon, but
actually is limited by the decrease of sensitivity at large zenith angles. Considering only the
region of the sky visible at zenith angles smaller than 40�, every day LHAASO (located at
latitude 29� North) can survey the declination band from -11� to +69� (about 56% of the whole
sky) that includes the galactic plane in the longitude interval from +20� to +225�.

2. Galactic gamma ray astronomy
Presently there is a general consensus that cosmic rays with energy up to the “knee” of the
spectrum (2-4 PeV) are accelerated inside our Galaxy, and Supernova remnants (SNR) are the
most likely sources, even if this idea still lacks a clear experimental evidence. TeV gamma
rays have been observed from a number of SNRs, demonstrating that in SNRs some kind of
acceleration occurs, however the question whether TeV gamma rays are produced by the decay
of ⇡0 from hadronic interactions, or by relativistic electrons via Inverse Compton scattering or
bremsstrahlung, still needs a conclusive answer. A key observation would be the detection of
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Gamma rays from the Galactic disc < 1PeV

Reported measurements of diffuse emission 
depend on the applied experimental  
procedures! —> We do not consider the 
LHAASO data set for this reason.
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✦ HAWC, Tibet ASg and LHAASO are located on the northern hemisphere. 
—> Galactic centre only visible at large zenith angles (deteriorates particle reconstruction 
       quality) / measurement of diffuse Galactic emission along the disc possible. 


✦ Large instantaneous field of view (more than 45°) and long duty-cycle.


Spectra Energy Distribution
—— 25°<𝑙𝑙<100°

LHAASO and Tibet AS +MD γ
25∘ < ℓ < 100∘, |b | ≤ 5∘

[S. Zhao, ICRC 2021]

Extraction of  Resolved Sources

Region:
Inner Galactic Plane
(25°<𝑙𝑙<100°)

R < 2 p. s. f2 + 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2Masked radius

TeVCat: http://tevcat2.uchicago.edu/

LHAASO source mask

PoS(ICRC2021)835

TeV Di�use Emission from Galactic Plane Amid Nayerhoda

Figure 3: The significance map of the GDE map produced by subtracting the model of the sources from the
original map.

;<8= ;<0G >|1 | Normalization Normalization
Error

Index Index Er-
ror

f10 f100

(�) (�) (�) (7.0 TeV) (7.0 TeV) % %

43 73 2 8.89 0.37�0.70
+0.48 -2.612 0.030�0.036

+0.015 72.7 71.8
43 73 4 5.45 0.25�0.44

+0.38 -2.604 0.034�0.037
+0.012 76.1 75.3

Table 1: Spectrum of the GDE within the ROI for |1 |<2� and |1 |<4�. f10 and f100 are the fraction of the
GDE flux with respect to the total HAWC flux, up to 10 TeV and 100 TeV respectively. Normalization:
( 10�12 ⇥ TeV s�1cm�2sr�1). The first error shows the statistical, and the second presents the systematic
uncertainty.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We presented the spatial and spectral parameters of the GDE measured by HAWC within a
region of the Galactic Plane extended over (; 2 [43�, 73�] and 1 2 [�5�, 5�]) for energies above
300 GeV and up to 100 TeV. The spectrum of the di�use emission can be described as a power law
with spectral index, �2.61 ± 0.03 (see table 1). From the gamma-ray spectrum we can deduce the
parental CR spectrum in the analysed region. Our analysis shows that the CR spectral index is on
average compatible with the spectral index of the locally measured CR spectrum. Also, the CR
spectral hardening at rigidity around 300 GeV measured by PAMELA and AMS [4] seems not to
be a local e�ect but rather a large-scale feature. Finally, the dominant contribution to the radiation
at multi TeV from the Galaxy seems to be di�use emission, in agreement with recent results by the
Tibet Array observatory [7]. Due to the uncertain contribution to the measured emission coming
from unresolved sources, the results presented here are a maximum limit for the GDE.

The di�use emission at TeV energies will be studied with better sensitivity and energy/angular
resolution by current and upcoming TeV observatories such as the LHAASO [9], the SWGO
Observatory [3], and the Cherenkov Telescope Array [11].
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([12, 13]). The spectral parameters of all sources and of the GDE and the size of the extended
sources are free to be fitted with HAWC data in a multi-source fitting (fitting all the sources and
GDE together) procedure.

The best fit of the GDE and all sources is computed with a likelihood method4. Test statistics
(TS), residual maps, and significance histograms are considered to choose the preferred models.

The obtained source-subtracted map is shown in (Figure 3). The final step of the analysis
consists in obtaining the spectral parameters of the GDE emission from this source-subtracted map
or GDE map.

Figure 2: Top: the significance map for the model of all sources (point-like and extended source). Bottom:
significance map of the fitted model for all sources and GDE.

3. Results

The results of the measurements of the GDE distribution with HAWC data are reported in
Table 1. The contribution of the GDE flux to the total emission is calculated in 2 energy ranges;
between 300 GeV and 10 TeV, and between 300 GeV and 100 TeV, that are shown as f10 and
f100 respectively [(�GDE) / (�tot)]. The contribution of the di�use emission to the total gamma-ray
radiation from the Galactic Plane varies between 71.8% and 76.1% in di�erent sub-regions (see
Table 1) [7]. Assuming that the spectrum of the di�use emission is described as in energy, its
spectral index is �2.61 ± 0.03 (see table 1).

4The Multi-Mission Maximum Likelihood (3ML) framework [17] is used for the likelihood analysis.

4

HAWC (10 to 100 TeV) 
43∘ < ℓ < 73∘, |b | ≤ 4∘

[HAWC collaboration, ICRC 2021]

subtracted point-like & extended sources

residual diffuse emission
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https://doi.org/10.22323/1.395.0835
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Connecting neutrinos and axion-like particles

Credit: IceCube collaboration

p

✦ Charged very high energy cosmic rays (e.g., protons)  
are copiously produced in distant galaxies (> 1 PeV).


✦ They scatter on intergalactic medium ( -interaction)  
and radiation fields ( -interaction). 


✦ Both interaction types produce neutrinos, which are  
not affected by the EBL or CMB.

pp
pγ

prototypical 
star-forming galaxy
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From astrophysical neutrinos to axion-like particles

p
p

γ

γ

γEBLγCMB

✦ -interactions can also produce gamma rays, which  
get absorbed by the EBL or CMB.
pγ
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From astrophysical neutrinos to axion-like particles
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[A. Ambrosone+, MNRAS 503 (2021) 3]

extragalactic  
isotropic

IceCube 
neutrinos

✦ Gamma rays from -interactions are less energetic 
and can saturate the extragalactic emission measured 
by Fermi-LAT.


pp

p p
γ
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From astrophysical neutrinos to axion-like particles

p
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γ

⃗B EGAL

γ

a

γ

✦ With the distant galaxy, magnetic fields  may  
lead to a conversion of the gamma ray into an ALP.


✦ They travel unimpeded through the universe.

✦ Within the Milky Way’s magnetic field  they  

reconvert to gamma rays.

✦ We consider only  plus energy cutoff at 

25 TeV to evade Fermi-LAT constraints.

⃗B EGAL

⃗B MW

pγ

ALP-photon Galactic conversion 
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ALP searches sensitive to the product ga! BT  

Good knowledge of B-field is required! 

Raffelt & Stodolsky PRD’88; Horns+PRD’12; and others

x1

x2

x3

For a monochromatic photon-ALP beam of energy E propagating along the 
x3 axis in a cold plasma within a homogeneous magnetic field B

Pa!� =

✓
ga�BT

2

◆2

d2 (1)

⇠ 0.015
⇣ ga�
10�11 GeV

⌘2
✓

BT

10�6 G

◆✓
d

kpc

◆2

(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="Bmn6IMUrULfCm5TX3nw+ptC2PGI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bmn6IMUrULfCm5TX3nw+ptC2PGI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bmn6IMUrULfCm5TX3nw+ptC2PGI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bmn6IMUrULfCm5TX3nw+ptC2PGI=">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</latexit>

⃗B MW
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Deriving the axion-like particle contribution
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✦ Gamma rays and neutrinos generated by -interactions are linked via:pγ

5

all the relevant parameters at play, e.g. star formation369

rate, magnetic field distributions, etc.370

Given the constraints from GeV data on the contribu-371

tion of p � p production to the neutrino flux, we assume372

that the entirety of the observed astrophysical neutrino373

flux is generated by p � � interactions in extragalactic374

sources. We thereby follow and adopt a proposition that375

has already been studied in Ref. [68] and which was cor-376

roborated by further evidence in Ref. [69]. p� � interac-377

tions generate an associated in situ gamma-ray spectrum,378

whose profile is closely related to the neutrino spectrum379

via [70]380
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based on the relation E� ⇡ 2E⌫ , and on the fact that, in381

each interaction, two photons are produced per three neu-382

trinos. Since the extragalactic gamma-ray background383

measured by Fermi-LAT can already be explained with384

the p� p component of extragalactic sources, we assume385

that the gamma-ray flux due to the p � � contribution386

follows a smoothly broken power law – and hence the387

neutrino component as well – to suppress its intensity at388

GeV energies. Following [52], we remain agnostic about389

the nature of the neutrino emitters, rather we assume390

that the underlying in situ neutrino spectrum is param-391

eterized as392
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In the present work, we fix ↵ = 2.87 to the best-fit power-393

law spectral index derived from the measured 7.5-year394

IceCube neutrino flux of astrophysical origin based on395

the high-energy starting event sample (HESE) [71]. The396

break energy Eb follows from a fit of Eq. 6 to the 7.5-year397

HESE and 6-year Cascade data [72]. We find Eb = 25398

TeV to provide an adequate fit to both data sets. The399

spectrum normalization N0 (with respect to the extra-400

galactic source) is fixed by requiring that the theoret-401

ically predicted cumulative di↵erential neutrino flux at402

Earth [50]403
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yields the measured 7.5-year HESE neutrino flux (sin-404

gle flavor) of 2.12 ⇥ 10�18 GeV�1 cm�2 s�1 sr�1 at405

100 TeV [71]. In Eq. 7, E
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with407

H0 = 70 kmMpc�3 s�1 and ⌦m = 0.3 as well as408

⌦⇤ = 0.7. The functional parameterization of the star-409

formation rate density ⇢̇⇤(z) at redshift z is taken from410

Ref. [73]. We adopt the therein reported parameter val-411

ues as benchmark scenario, while we employ the varia-412

tions of these parameters proposed in Ref. [74] (for the413

Salpeter initial mass function, IMF) in order to study414

the impact of the uncertainty associated to this quan-415

tity. The choice of the cosmological parameters above416

is consistent with this prescription for ⇢̇⇤. As a re-417

sult, we obtain the following normalization constants418

(units of 10�19 GeV�1 cm�2 s�1 sr�1): (benchmark sce-419

nario) N0 = 2.42; (upper boundary) N0 = 2.67; (lower420

boundary) N0 = 2.13. We anticipate that uncertainties421

in the IMF will have a negligible impact on our final lim-422

its.423

Gamma rays escaping the neutrino sources, under the424

hypothesis of a non-zero ALP-photon coupling, can then425

convert into ALPs and back in the presence of exter-426

nal magnetic fields. We consider e�cient ALP-photon427

conversion within extragalactic sources and in the Milky428

Way, whereas we neglect any potential conversion within429

the intergalactic medium [75] which follows from the430

assumption that the extragalactic magnetic field does431

not attain values around the observational upper bounds432

[76, 77]. The details of the ALP propagation formal-433

ism can be found in the literature, see, for instance,434

Refs. [75, 78]. In Appendix B, we summarize some basic435

equations related to this formalism, so that the reader436

can more easily follow our discussion and grasp the rel-437

evance of the di↵erent astrophysical parameters at play.438

All calculations of the ALP-photon conversion probabil-439

ity either in extragalactic or Galactic environments are440

performed with the publicly available python package441

gammaALPs [79], which provides the functionalities to ap-442

ply the domain model approximation or the conversion443

in the Galactic magnetic field. In all the required calcu-444

lations, we employ a user-defined photon-photon disper-445

sion relation (based on the choice of interstellar radiation446

fields below) following the prescription in Ref. [80].447

The photon-ALP conversion probability within extra-448

galactic sources depends on intrinsic properties like their449

magnetic field strength B, their electron density and the450

strength of their interstellar radiation fields. While, up to451

this point, no assumption on the neutrino source has been452

made – since we calibrated the gamma-ray flux at produc-453

tion using the observed neutrino flux –, a minimal degree454

of specification is required to compute the photon-ALP455

conversion probability within these sources. Among oth-456

ers, star-forming galaxies have been recently advocated457

to generate a sizable contribution to the observed di↵use458

neutrino flux [81–83], despite early reported discrepan-459

cies between neutrinos produced by hadronic processes460

(in particular p� p interactions) in star-forming galaxies461

and Fermi-LAT constraints on their companion gamma-462

ray emission. 3
463

3
Taking into account the gamma-ray contribution from the

cosmic-ray production mechanisms presented in some of these

more recent works may further enhance the expected ALP-

induced gamma-ray flux from star-forming galaxies with respect

to what is presented here. A detailed and thorough analysis of

the combined di↵use ALP flux from p� p and p� � interactions

is left for future study.

✦ Adopt best-fitting power law for IceCube neutrino flux + break at low energies:
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FIG. 1: Minimal models for an extragalactic explanation of the >⇠10 TeV IceCube neutrino data (solid line) with the corresponding gamma-ray
flux at production if attenuation on source backgrounds and extragalactic background light (EBL) were both neglected (dotted line). Including
EBL cascades with either zero cosmic source evolution (short dashed line) or star formation rate evolution (long dashed line) overproduces the
IGB. We show the Fermi EGB (band) that includes sources [27], which, if saturated, would imply neutrino correlations with Fermi blazars.

numbers of ⇡+, ⇡�, and ⇡
0 results in half the gamma-ray flux

(since only the total charged pion production is fixed by the
neutrino flux measurement).

We use a smoothly-broken power law to describe the source
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obtaining fluxes at Earth, '⌫(E⌫), by integrating this as
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where dz/dt=H0 (1+z)[⌦m(1+z)3+⌦⇤]1/2, (⌦m = 0.3,
⌦⇤=0.7, and H0=70 km/s/Mpc), and dE

0
⌫/dE⌫=(1 + z).

Source evolution with redshift, W(z), does not greatly af-
fect the arriving neutrino spectral shape. To obtain the neu-
trino flux in Fig. 1 with zero evolution (W(z) = 1), we use
slopes ↵ = �1 and � = �2.5, broken at Eb = 10 TeV, and
⌘ = �2 to break smoothly. To obtain an equivalent '⌫(E⌫)
using cosmic star formation rate evolution (SFR) [48–50] re-
quires lowering the source normalization by a factor of ⇠ 4
and a slight shift of Eb to ⇠13 TeV.

We examine the required cosmic neutrino emissivity to ar-
rive at the flux in Fig. 1 for some guidance. Assuming zero
source evolution, we find E⌫⇡7⇥1037 erg s�1 Mpc�3, while

SFR evolution reduces this by a factor of ⇠4 at z=0. As we
will see, these are substantial and indicate at least one of the
two favorite high-power sources: AGN or supernovae.

TeV gamma rays are rather different, considering that they
can be attenuated by ��! e

+
e
� on the CMB or EBL (inter-

galactic starlight or infrared photons) even if they can escape
their source. We assume free escape here only for illustration
of the present difficulty, assuming the same spectral slopes in
Eq. (1), translating using E� ⇡ 2E⌫ with two gamma rays
produced for every three neutrinos.

In Fig. 1, we show the resulting diffuse gamma-ray flux
from e

± cascades on the EBL from this input spectrum ob-
tained using ELMAG ([51]; v. 2.02 with EBL of [52]) for
both zero and SFR evolution scenarios. We see that these al-
ready saturate or exceed the Fermi IGB at various energies.
Stronger evolution places more production at higher z, de-
creasing the low-z burden and causing the sharper decline at
E�

>⇠100 GeV, with a greater accumulation at <⇠100 GeV.
This is clearly an issue [32], since the IGB does not in-

clude any contribute from unresolved sources, which should
be present at some level. For instance, much of the total Fermi
extragalactic background (EGB) that includes extragalactic
sources [27] is due to blazars, while [37] argues that ex-
trapolating the blazar luminosity function to below the Fermi
source threshold contributes a sizable fraction of the IGB.

[M. Kistler, arXiv e-Print: 1511.01530]
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all the relevant parameters at play, e.g. star formation369

rate, magnetic field distributions, etc.370

Given the constraints from GeV data on the contribu-371

tion of p � p production to the neutrino flux, we assume372

that the entirety of the observed astrophysical neutrino373

flux is generated by p � � interactions in extragalactic374

sources. We thereby follow and adopt a proposition that375

has already been studied in Ref. [68] and which was cor-376

roborated by further evidence in Ref. [69]. p� � interac-377

tions generate an associated in situ gamma-ray spectrum,378

whose profile is closely related to the neutrino spectrum379

via [70]380
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based on the relation E� ⇡ 2E⌫ , and on the fact that, in381

each interaction, two photons are produced per three neu-382

trinos. Since the extragalactic gamma-ray background383

measured by Fermi-LAT can already be explained with384

the p� p component of extragalactic sources, we assume385

that the gamma-ray flux due to the p � � contribution386

follows a smoothly broken power law – and hence the387

neutrino component as well – to suppress its intensity at388

GeV energies. Following [52], we remain agnostic about389

the nature of the neutrino emitters, rather we assume390

that the underlying in situ neutrino spectrum is param-391

eterized as392
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In the present work, we fix ↵ = 2.87 to the best-fit power-393

law spectral index derived from the measured 7.5-year394

IceCube neutrino flux of astrophysical origin based on395

the high-energy starting event sample (HESE) [71]. The396

break energy Eb follows from a fit of Eq. 6 to the 7.5-year397

HESE and 6-year Cascade data [72]. We find Eb = 25398

TeV to provide an adequate fit to both data sets. The399

spectrum normalization N0 (with respect to the extra-400

galactic source) is fixed by requiring that the theoret-401

ically predicted cumulative di↵erential neutrino flux at402

Earth [50]403
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yields the measured 7.5-year HESE neutrino flux (sin-404

gle flavor) of 2.12 ⇥ 10�18 GeV�1 cm�2 s�1 sr�1 at405

100 TeV [71]. In Eq. 7, E
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with407

H0 = 70 kmMpc�3 s�1 and ⌦m = 0.3 as well as408

⌦⇤ = 0.7. The functional parameterization of the star-409

formation rate density ⇢̇⇤(z) at redshift z is taken from410

Ref. [73]. We adopt the therein reported parameter val-411

ues as benchmark scenario, while we employ the varia-412

tions of these parameters proposed in Ref. [74] (for the413

Salpeter initial mass function, IMF) in order to study414

the impact of the uncertainty associated to this quan-415

tity. The choice of the cosmological parameters above416

is consistent with this prescription for ⇢̇⇤. As a re-417

sult, we obtain the following normalization constants418

(units of 10�19 GeV�1 cm�2 s�1 sr�1): (benchmark sce-419

nario) N0 = 2.42; (upper boundary) N0 = 2.67; (lower420

boundary) N0 = 2.13. We anticipate that uncertainties421

in the IMF will have a negligible impact on our final lim-422

its.423

Gamma rays escaping the neutrino sources, under the424

hypothesis of a non-zero ALP-photon coupling, can then425

convert into ALPs and back in the presence of exter-426

nal magnetic fields. We consider e�cient ALP-photon427

conversion within extragalactic sources and in the Milky428

Way, whereas we neglect any potential conversion within429

the intergalactic medium [75] which follows from the430

assumption that the extragalactic magnetic field does431

not attain values around the observational upper bounds432

[76, 77]. The details of the ALP propagation formal-433

ism can be found in the literature, see, for instance,434

Refs. [75, 78]. In Appendix B, we summarize some basic435

equations related to this formalism, so that the reader436

can more easily follow our discussion and grasp the rel-437

evance of the di↵erent astrophysical parameters at play.438

All calculations of the ALP-photon conversion probabil-439

ity either in extragalactic or Galactic environments are440

performed with the publicly available python package441

gammaALPs [79], which provides the functionalities to ap-442

ply the domain model approximation or the conversion443

in the Galactic magnetic field. In all the required calcu-444

lations, we employ a user-defined photon-photon disper-445

sion relation (based on the choice of interstellar radiation446

fields below) following the prescription in Ref. [80].447

The photon-ALP conversion probability within extra-448

galactic sources depends on intrinsic properties like their449

magnetic field strength B, their electron density and the450

strength of their interstellar radiation fields. While, up to451

this point, no assumption on the neutrino source has been452

made – since we calibrated the gamma-ray flux at produc-453

tion using the observed neutrino flux –, a minimal degree454

of specification is required to compute the photon-ALP455

conversion probability within these sources. Among oth-456

ers, star-forming galaxies have been recently advocated457

to generate a sizable contribution to the observed di↵use458

neutrino flux [81–83], despite early reported discrepan-459

cies between neutrinos produced by hadronic processes460

(in particular p� p interactions) in star-forming galaxies461

and Fermi-LAT constraints on their companion gamma-462

ray emission. 3
463

3
Taking into account the gamma-ray contribution from the

cosmic-ray production mechanisms presented in some of these

more recent works may further enhance the expected ALP-

induced gamma-ray flux from star-forming galaxies with respect

to what is presented here. A detailed and thorough analysis of

the combined di↵use ALP flux from p� p and p� � interactions

is left for future study.

α = 2.87 [IceCube collab., PRD 104 (2021) 022002]
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sources. We thereby follow and adopt a proposition that375
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based on the relation E� ⇡ 2E⌫ , and on the fact that, in381

each interaction, two photons are produced per three neu-382

trinos. Since the extragalactic gamma-ray background383

measured by Fermi-LAT can already be explained with384

the p� p component of extragalactic sources, we assume385

that the gamma-ray flux due to the p � � contribution386

follows a smoothly broken power law – and hence the387

neutrino component as well – to suppress its intensity at388
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IceCube neutrino flux of astrophysical origin based on395
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ues as benchmark scenario, while we employ the varia-412
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Salpeter initial mass function, IMF) in order to study414

the impact of the uncertainty associated to this quan-415
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in the IMF will have a negligible impact on our final lim-422

its.423
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can more easily follow our discussion and grasp the rel-437
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All calculations of the ALP-photon conversion probabil-439
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performed with the publicly available python package441
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ply the domain model approximation or the conversion443

in the Galactic magnetic field. In all the required calcu-444

lations, we employ a user-defined photon-photon disper-445

sion relation (based on the choice of interstellar radiation446

fields below) following the prescription in Ref. [80].447

The photon-ALP conversion probability within extra-448

galactic sources depends on intrinsic properties like their449

magnetic field strength B, their electron density and the450

strength of their interstellar radiation fields. While, up to451

this point, no assumption on the neutrino source has been452

made – since we calibrated the gamma-ray flux at produc-453

tion using the observed neutrino flux –, a minimal degree454

of specification is required to compute the photon-ALP455

conversion probability within these sources. Among oth-456
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to generate a sizable contribution to the observed di↵use458
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cies between neutrinos produced by hadronic processes460
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Taking into account the gamma-ray contribution from the

cosmic-ray production mechanisms presented in some of these

more recent works may further enhance the expected ALP-

induced gamma-ray flux from star-forming galaxies with respect

to what is presented here. A detailed and thorough analysis of

the combined di↵use ALP flux from p� p and p� � interactions

is left for future study.

star formation rate density taken from [H. Yuksel, APJ L. 683 (2008)]
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✦ Photon-ALP mixing in star-forming galaxies according to transfer matrix method 
implemented in gammaALPs. [M. Meyer+, "gammaALPs" (2021)].
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Figure 2. Geometry of the photon polarizations and the magnetic field. The direction of photon propagation
k is chosen to point along the z-axis. The linear polarizations of the photon and the projection of the magnetic
field that is responsible for photon-ALP conversions BT lie in the xy-plane with polar angle �. ✓ denotes the
zenith angle. The linear combination of polarizations vectors Ax and Ay that is parallel to BT is indicated by
Ak. A? is the perpendicular component.

for the derivation presented in reference [60]. However, forward scattering on CMB photons recently
identified in reference [63] ensures that the oscillation length decreases as the energy increases and
prevents the mixing from becoming maximal for TeV gamma rays. In this section we demonstrate
that the approach of reference [60] can nevertheless be extended to the case of arbitrary mixing angles
as long as the oscillation length remains large compared to the width of the transition region between
the domains.

The evolution equation and Hamiltonian matrix. The evolution equation for a photon-ALP sys-
tem propagating in the z-direction in a magnetic field background reads [67, 71]

i
d

dz
A =

✓
Hdis �

i

2
Habs

◆
A . (2.1)

Note that here and throughout the manuscript we use boldface to denote vectors and matrices. In
equation (2.1) the three-component wave function,

A ⌘

0

@
A?
A
a

1

A , (2.2)

contains the two states of linear polarization perpendicular and parallel to the external field, A?
and A , as well as the ALP amplitude, a. For clarification we present the geometry of the photon
polarizations and the magnetic field in figure 2.

The high-energy photons are absorbed in the process ��bkg
! e+e�. In an (approximately)

isotropic and unpolarized EBL both photon polarizations are absorbed with the same strength �. The
ALPs can in principle also be directly absorbed in collisions with the extragalactic medium. However,
the resulting absorption rate is quadratic in the photon-ALP coupling and is negligibly small. Thus
the absorptive part of the Hamiltonian can be written in the form

Habs =

0

@
� 0 0
0 � 0
0 0 0

1

A . (2.3)

– 5 –

[Kartavtsev et al., JCAP 01 (2017) 024]

coherence length: 
 Ldom ∼ 1 kpc

typical magnetic field strength: 
| ⃗B | = (5 ± 3) μG

[A. Fletcher, ASP Conf. Ser. 438, 197 (2011)]

spatial extension: 
 RB ∼ 10 kpc
[M. Krause+, A&A 639, A112 (2020)]

electron density at : 
 

z = 0
ne ∼ 0.05 cm−3

[R. Beck+, Galaxies 8, 4 (2019)]
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Appendix A: Modeling the gamma-ray contribution1201

from a synthetic Galactic source population1202

The model developed in Ref. [62] is based on the num-1203

ber density ⇢ and luminosity function L of a synthetic1204

Galactic population according to:1205

dN

d3r dLTeV
= ⇢(r) ⇥ L(LTeV), (A1)

where the axially symmetric ⇢(r) is defined as the prod-1206

uct of the radial pulsar distribution reported in Ref. [63]1207

and an exponential function1208

⇢(r) ⇠

✓
r

r�

◆B

exp


�C

✓
r � r�
r�

◆�
exp

✓
�

|z|

H

◆
,

(A2)
with r� = 8.5 kpc, B = 1.9, C = 5.0 and H = 0.21209

kpc. The values of the parameters B and C correspond1210

to the best-fit for Model C in Ref. [63], which is coined1211

therein as the optimal model describing the distribution1212

of pulsars in the Galactic disk.1213

The luminosity function L characterizes the intrinsic1214

luminosity distribution of all objects constituting the1215

synthetic TeV-bright population. It reads:1216

L(LTeV) =
R⌧(↵ � 1)

LTeV,max

✓
LTeV

LTeV,max

◆�↵

(A3)

Here, LTeV refers to the gamma-ray luminosity of an in-1217

dividual object of the population in the energy band from1218

1 to 100 TeV. The free parameters of this expression1219

have been derived in Ref. [64] from the H.E.S.S. Galactic1220

plane survey results and its resulting source catalog [115].1221

We adopt the nominal values as stated by the authors,1222

i.e. LTeV,max = 4.9 ⇥ 1035 erg s�1, ⌧ = 1.8 ⇥ 103 yr and1223

↵ = 1.5. Besides, this “reference scenario” the authors1224

of Ref. [64] provide a more aggressive set of parameters1225

that generates slightly larger fluxes. However, we will1226

not make use of the latter for the sake of remaining con-1227

servative in our final ALPs limits.1228

To translate the intrinsic luminosity of each source1229

into a gamma-ray flux �, we have to assume an aver-1230

age gamma-ray spectrum '(E). To this end, we select a1231

power law with exponential cuto↵1232

'(E) = K0

✓
E

1 TeV

◆��

exp

✓
�

E

Ec

◆
, (A4)

where the value of K0 follows from the requirement that1233

Eq. A4 is normalized to one when integrated from 1 TeV1234

to 100 TeV. The spectral parameters � and Ec are free1235

parameters of the model.1236

As a last step, we obtain the cumulative flux �sTH of1237

all TeV-bright sources below a detection threshold STH1238

via1239

�sTH(E) = '(E)

STHZ

0

�TeV
dN

d�TeV
d�TeV, (A5)

where the di↵erential number of sources per unit flux1240

�TeV
6 is directly related to Eq. A1 under the change of1241

variable LTeV = 4⇡d2�TeVhEi and integrating out the1242

spatial dependence by substituting the boundaries of the1243

region of interest for a particular instrument and data set1244

(see Ref. [64] for further details). In this framework, d is1245

the distance of an object to the Earth, while hEi refers to1246

the average photon energy of a source in the population1247

given the assumed average spectrum '(E) and energy1248

band from 1 to 100 TeV, i.e.:1249

hEi =

R 100 TeV
1 TeV E'(E) dE
R 100 TeV
1 TeV '(E) dE

. (A6)

Appendix B: Fundamentals of photon-ALP mixing1250

The physics of mixing between photon and ALP states,1251

i.e. the Primako↵ process, follows directly from the La-1252

grangian in Eq. 1. In what follows, we do not aim at1253

giving a precise re-iteration of the formalism that has1254

been developed and refined over the last decade(s) but we1255

emphasize the basic equations and ingredients that are1256

necessary to calculate the probability that photon states1257

undergo a conversion into ALPs and vice versa. More1258

complete and rigorous treatments of both the physical1259

and the mathematical aspects of ALP propagation and1260

conversion can be found – without the intent of providing1261

an exhaustive list – in Refs. [37, 75, 78, 89, 90, 116].1262

The Primako↵ process requires the existence of an ex-1263

ternal magnetic field B with a non-vanishing component1264

B? transversal to the propagation direction of an ini-1265

tial photon or ALP state. Without loss of generality,1266

we assume that the initial state with energy E propa-1267

gates in ẑ-direction while the magnetic field is described1268

according to B? = B (cos ✓, sin ✓, 0)T such that cos ✓ is1269

the polar angle between the direction of the transversal1270

magnetic field B? and the x̂-direction of the transversal1271

plane spanned by x̂ and ŷ. Let Ax and Ay denote the1272

respective photon polarization states.1273

In this setting, the evolution/propagation in ẑ-1274

direction of a pure photon-ALP state is given by [37, 75]1275

1276

i
dA

dz
=

✓
Hdis �

i

2
Habs

◆
A, (B1)

where A =
�
A?, Ak, a

�T
defines the three-component1277

wave function that contains the ALP state a and the1278

two photon polarization states in the transversal plane1279

denoted by A? (perpendicular to the direction of B?)1280

and Ak (parallel to the direction of B?). The photon1281

polarization states are a linear combination of Ax and1282

6
Note that the flux variable �TeV is again valid for the energy

band from 1 to 100 TeV.
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ALP propagation
Assume properties of  
prototypical star-forming  
galaxy: Milky Way + CMB 
(UV, optical, IR radiation fields)
[J. Schober+, ApJ 827, 109 (2016) ]

 with | ⃗B | ↑ z ↑

radiation field evolution

[J. Schober+, ApJ 827, 109 (2016)]

[J. Schober+, MNRAS 446, 2 (2015)]

all length scales: 

electron density: 

(1 + z)−1

(1 + z)3
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https://zenodo.org/record/6344566#.YtMmnsFBzUA
http://arxiv.org/abs/1104.2427
http://arxiv.org/abs/2004.14383
http://arxiv.org/abs/1912.08962
http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02693
http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02693
http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.2578


How do we observe such an ALP-flux?

Extragalactic ALP-flux:

dΦa

dE

Associated gamma-ray flux:
dΦγ

dE =
dΦa

dE Pa→γ(E)

ALP-photon conversion in the Milky Way’s magnetic field.

ALP-photon Galactic conversion 
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ALP searches sensitive to the product ga! BT  

Good knowledge of B-field is required! 

Raffelt & Stodolsky PRD’88; Horns+PRD’12; and others

x1

x2

x3

For a monochromatic photon-ALP beam of energy E propagating along the 
x3 axis in a cold plasma within a homogeneous magnetic field B
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— , “massless” ALP
— pure initial ALP state
— magnetic field model of Jansson & Farrar 2012  
— propagation through entire MW

gaγγ = 5 × 10−11 GeV−1

[credit: FC+ PRD’20, 2110.03679]

The energy correspondence is  
perfect in the case of massless 
ALPs. 

✦ In an external magnetic field, ALPs reconvert into  
photons states perpendicular to the propagation  
direction.

✦ The probability of such a conversion is proportional  
to the magnetic field component in this transversal  
plane .BT

ALP-photon Galactic conversion 
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Figure 2. Geometry of the photon polarizations and the magnetic field. The direction of photon propagation
k is chosen to point along the z-axis. The linear polarizations of the photon and the projection of the magnetic
field that is responsible for photon-ALP conversions BT lie in the xy-plane with polar angle �. ✓ denotes the
zenith angle. The linear combination of polarizations vectors Ax and Ay that is parallel to BT is indicated by
Ak. A? is the perpendicular component.

for the derivation presented in reference [60]. However, forward scattering on CMB photons recently
identified in reference [63] ensures that the oscillation length decreases as the energy increases and
prevents the mixing from becoming maximal for TeV gamma rays. In this section we demonstrate
that the approach of reference [60] can nevertheless be extended to the case of arbitrary mixing angles
as long as the oscillation length remains large compared to the width of the transition region between
the domains.

The evolution equation and Hamiltonian matrix. The evolution equation for a photon-ALP sys-
tem propagating in the z-direction in a magnetic field background reads [67, 71]

i
d

dz
A =

✓
Hdis �

i

2
Habs

◆
A . (2.1)

Note that here and throughout the manuscript we use boldface to denote vectors and matrices. In
equation (2.1) the three-component wave function,

A ⌘

0

@
A?
A
a

1

A , (2.2)

contains the two states of linear polarization perpendicular and parallel to the external field, A?
and A , as well as the ALP amplitude, a. For clarification we present the geometry of the photon
polarizations and the magnetic field in figure 2.

The high-energy photons are absorbed in the process ��bkg
! e+e�. In an (approximately)

isotropic and unpolarized EBL both photon polarizations are absorbed with the same strength �. The
ALPs can in principle also be directly absorbed in collisions with the extragalactic medium. However,
the resulting absorption rate is quadratic in the photon-ALP coupling and is negligibly small. Thus
the absorptive part of the Hamiltonian can be written in the form

Habs =

0

@
� 0 0
0 � 0
0 0 0

1

A . (2.3)

– 5 –
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✦ Assume that only Galactic astrophysics generates the observed sub-PeV gamma-ray 
emission along the Galactic disc.


✦ Known bright localised sources already subtracted: Remaining two contributions  
(i) interstellar emission (IE) and  
(ii) sub-threshold point-like and extended sources.

P. De La Torre Luque et al.: Galactic diffuse gamma rays meet the PeV frontier

Probing only the spectra of CR reaching the Solar System,
the detection of charged CRs does not allow to discriminate
among the factorized (conventional) and non-factorized scenar-
ios. Indeed, the first evidence supporting the latter scenario was
found in Gaggero et al. (2015b) on the basis of the Fermi-LAT
results showing an excess of the diffuse �-ray emission of the
Galaxy above 10 GeV in the inner GP respect to the predictions
of the conventional one. In that work (see also Acero et al. 2016)
it was shown that the Fermi-LAT results are reproduced if � has
a linear dependence on the Galactocentric radius R which turns
into a harder spectrum of CR protons at low R, hence of sec-
ondary �-rays at low Galactic longitudes. For this reason, in the
following we will call this �-optimized scenario. Afterwords, it
was shown (Cerri et al. 2017) that this scenario is theoretically
motivated and arises as a consequence of the growing poloidal
component of the Galactic magnetic field at small Galactocentric
radii (see e.g. Jansson & Farrar 2012).

In the following we will consider two transport setups: the
Base one, which is representative of the conventional scenario,
and the �-optimized one. The main parameters of those models
are reported in Table 1. For the �-optimized setup we find

�(R) = 0.04(kpc�1) · R(kpc) + 0.17

for R < R� = 8.5 kpc and �(R) = �(R�) for R � R�. As discussed
at the end of Sec. 2.1, for each model we will use two different
choices – Min and Max setups – of the CR proton and Helium
source spectra, which enter to determine the spectra propagated
to the Earth, so to bracket the experimental uncertainties above
10 TeV (see Fig. 1). This arrangement effectively accounts also
for the scenario in which the features in the propagated spectra
are originated by transport rather than by the acceleration mech-
anism close to the sources. CR electron source spectra are also
tuned to match local experimental data up to the few TeV’s – see
Fig. B.1 in the Appendix B.

Both models are implemented with the DRAGON2 code
(Evoli et al. 2017, 2018) – which was designed to enforce spa-
tially dependent diffusion – using the same cross-sections and
IS gas and ISRF as discussed below. Hadronic emission maps
due to CR interactions on IS Hydrogen and Helium, as well the
IC emission by electrons, are then computed with the HERMES
code (Dundovic et al. 2021). We adopt the �-ray production
cross-section described in Kelner & Aharonian (2008) with the
updated parameterization of the proton–proton total inelastic
cross-section reported in Kafexhiu et al. (2014). For Helium, we
assume that it contributes with a geometrical weight estimated
considering its atomic radius as a function of the atomic mass A,
R(A) ' A1/3 R0, being R0 the reference proton radius. Since its
contribution appears due to the pp interaction cross-section, then
its geometrical weight becomes R(AHe)

�
R(Ap) '

⇣
A1/3

He

⌘2
= 42/3,

with respect to protons. At high energies the absorption by pair-
production on the spatially-independent CMB photon field is
computed as in Lipari & Vernetto (2018) (see also Dundovic
et al. 2021). The effect of the infrared Galactic Background is
negligible compared to the uncertainties and we neglect it in this
work.

In Fig. 2 we compare our models with the spectrum of the
diffuse emission below 300 GeV obtained from Fermi-LAT data
as described in Sec. 2.2. Not to overcrowd the figure, for the Base
transport model only the Max setting is shown. A more compre-
hensive comparison is presented in Fig. A.1 in Appendix A. As
mentioned in the above, the �-optimized setups provide a better
agreement with Fermi-LAT results a low Galactic longitudes.

We notice that simplified versions of the Base and �-
optimized models considered in this work – adopting an expo-
nential cutoff at 5 PeV/n and neglecting absorption – where used
in Acharyya et al. (2021).

Fig. 2: The average spectrum of the �-ray diffuse emission along the
galactic plane (|b| < 5�) is compared with Fermi-LAT data in three
longitude intervals. The “Sources” component comprises the sources
included in the 4FGL Fermi Catalog as well as unresolved sources
and the Interstellar Galactic background light (“IGB”) component com-
prises the extra-galactic background light and Fermi’s instrumental
background. The errorbars represent just the statistical error of the mea-
surements.

4. Results

Fig. 3: The Mollweide projection of the all sky map of the Galactic
diffuse emission flux above 100 TeV obtained for the Min �-optimized
model is reported in this figure. The contours of the regions probed by
Tibet/LHAASO and by IceCube (IC-86) are reported. J, in the legend,
means the differential flux of �-rays per unit of solid angle.

We compute the full-sky maps of the diffuse gamma-ray
emission associated to ⇡0 emission, Inverse Compton scatter-
ing and Bremsstrahlung with the HERMES code (Dundovic et al.
2021). We choose an angular resolution characterized by the
Healpix resolution pararameter nside = 512, corresponding
to a mean spacing between pixel of ' 0.11� (Górski et al. 2005),
nicely matching the angular resolution of the gas models adopted
to compute the hadronic emission. For illustrative purpose, we
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✦ Assume that only Galactic astrophysics generates the observed sub-PeV gamma-ray 
emission along the Galactic disc.


✦ Known bright localised sources already subtracted: Remaining two contributions  
(i) interstellar emission (IE) and  
(ii) sub-threshold point-like and extended sources.

 

✦ We adopt the model of [V. Vecchiotti+, arXiv e-prints: 2107.14584] with modified parameters 
which yields the number of sources per unit volume and luminosity: 
 
 

✦ Assumption: TeV sub-threshold sources mostly pulsar wind nebulae with 
common average spectrum: 
 
 

✦ The sub-threshold flux follows by integrating out the spatial dependence and 
a change of variables 
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pected with the advent of LHAASO and Cherenkov Tele-188

scope Array (CTA).189

Recently, Ref. [10] has provided a comprehensive model190

for Galactic di↵use gamma-ray production at sub-PeV191

energies, investigating the e↵ect of uncertainties related192

to cosmic-ray injection spectra and transport, and mak-193

ing use of latest available gas maps and cosmic-ray data.194

Models with a spatial dependence of the di↵usion coef-195

ficient rigidity index (“�-optimized” models) were found196

to better reproduce the observed hardening of cosmic-ray197

protons in Fermi-LAT data, as well as to match sub-PeV198

gamma-ray observations from ARGO-YBJ, HAWC, Ti-199

bet AS� and LHAASO better than conventional models200

where the di↵usion coe�cient rigidity behavior is con-201

stant in space. An alternative phenomenological model202

proposed in [57], and its comparison to Tibet AS� data,203

corroborates the claim of spatially dependent di↵usion at204

sub-PeV energies. In this analysis, we adopt two models205

(MAX and MIN) for the “�-optimized” IE from [10], which206

are a proxy of the uncertainty on the exact realization of207

the cosmic-ray transport in the Milky Way above 10 TeV208

while being consistent with cosmic-ray data. Absorption209

of gamma rays onto interstellar radiation fields and on210

the CMB is included.211

The gamma-ray maps, �IE(E, l, b), used in Ref. [10]212

are publicly available. We start from these data products213

to derive all results related to IE. The IE MAX and MIN214

contribution in the two ROIs of interest for this analysis215

are displayed in Fig. 3.216

III.2. Contribution from unresolved sources217

The expected cumulative emission from a population218

of unresolved sources is a characteristic of each instru-219

ment as it depends on its specifications and performance.220

In other words, HAWC and Tibet AS� exhibit di↵erent221

detection thresholds to gamma-ray sources within their222

sensitivity reach. Depending on the source-count distri-223

bution flux of the underlying population of gamma-ray224

sources, i.e. the number of sources per unit flux dN/dS,225

sources too faint to be detected and whose flux is be-226

low the detection threshold will remain “unresolved” and227

contribute, cumulatively, to the di↵use gamma-ray emis-228

sion. The (true) underlying population of (Galactic)229

point-like and extended very-high-energy sources is then230

the same for both telescopes, so that a single phenomeno-231

logical model to describe said population can be used.232

Studies of unresolved sources from di↵erent astrophys-233

ical objects and their contribution to the gamma-ray dif-234

fuse emission have been extensively performed at GeV235

energies for Fermi-LAT observations, especially to inter-236

pret the origin of the so-called Fermi di↵use gamma-ray237

background, see [58] for a review. While the contribu-238

tion of unresolved sources is important for large-scale239

di↵use signals in extended ROIs, as most of the Fermi-240

LAT observations are, it is of lesser relevance for typical241

Cherenkov telescopes measurements, given the limited242

instrument field of view (FOV). Nonetheless, studies of243

bright TeV emitters have shown that the corresponding244

unresolved population can significantly contribute to the245

TeV large-scale di↵use signal in the Galactic disk [59–246

61]. The contribution of unresolved sources is expected247

to rise at very high energies where large-FOV ground-248

based telescopes are more sensitive to large-scale di↵use249

signals.250

With the aim of quantifying what is the contribution of251

unresolved sources to the di↵use emission measurements,252

we follow the prescriptions outlined in [62], whose details253

we further describe in Appendix A.254

We consider that the Galactic population of very-255

high-energy sources is spatially distributed according256

to Ref. [63], with ⇢(r) the source number density,257

c.f. Eq. A1. We normalize ⇢(r) to unity when integrated258

over the full volume of the Milky Way.259

We model the gamma-ray luminosity function of TeV-260

bright sources, L(LTeV), as in Ref. [64], where the func-261

tion parameters are tuned to match the outcome of the262

H.E.S.S. Galactic plane survey, c.f. Eq. A3, and LTeV263

refers to the gamma-ray luminosity of an individual ob-264

ject of the population in the energy band from 1 to 100265

TeV. The number of sources per unit volume and lumi-266

nosity can then be written as:267

dN

d3r dLTeV
= ⇢(r) ⇥ L(LTeV). (2)

To compute the flux of unresolved sources in a given268

energy range from the source population luminosity func-269

tion, one needs to assume an average source spectrum.270

As in Ref. [62], we parametrize the average source spec-271

trum by a power law with exponential cuto↵:272

'(E) = K0
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, (3)

where the value of K0 follows from the requirement that273

Eq. 3 is normalized to one when integrated from 1 TeV274

to 100 TeV. The spectral parameters � and Ec are free275

parameters of the model. We adapt the value of � and276

Ec in order for our model to better match the proper-277

ties of detected TeV-bright Galactic sources, as well as278

gamma-ray data from HAWC and Tibet AS�, and there-279

fore these parameters’ values di↵er slightly from what280

has been employed in [62].281

The cumulative flux, �sTH, of all TeV-bright sources282

below a detection threshold STH is defined as:283

�sTH(E) = '(E)

STHZ

0

�TeV
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d�TeV
d�TeV. (4)

where dN/d�TeV is directly related to Eq. 2 under the284

change of variable LTeV = 4⇡d2�TeVhEi and integrating285

out the spatial dependence. We refer the reader to Ap-286

pendix A for more details and definitions, which follow287

from Refs. [62, 64]. The detection threshold, STH, de-288

pends on the telescope performance. By comparing our289

pulsar spatial distribution in Milky Way
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where dN/d�TeV is directly related to Eq. 2 under the284

change of variable LTeV = 4⇡d2�TeVhEi and integrating285

out the spatial dependence. We refer the reader to Ap-286

pendix A for more details and definitions, which follow287

from Refs. [62, 64]. The detection threshold, STH, de-288

pends on the telescope performance. By comparing our289

3

pected with the advent of LHAASO and Cherenkov Tele-188

scope Array (CTA).189

Recently, Ref. [10] has provided a comprehensive model190

for Galactic di↵use gamma-ray production at sub-PeV191

energies, investigating the e↵ect of uncertainties related192

to cosmic-ray injection spectra and transport, and mak-193

ing use of latest available gas maps and cosmic-ray data.194

Models with a spatial dependence of the di↵usion coef-195

ficient rigidity index (“�-optimized” models) were found196

to better reproduce the observed hardening of cosmic-ray197

protons in Fermi-LAT data, as well as to match sub-PeV198

gamma-ray observations from ARGO-YBJ, HAWC, Ti-199

bet AS� and LHAASO better than conventional models200

where the di↵usion coe�cient rigidity behavior is con-201

stant in space. An alternative phenomenological model202

proposed in [57], and its comparison to Tibet AS� data,203

corroborates the claim of spatially dependent di↵usion at204

sub-PeV energies. In this analysis, we adopt two models205

(MAX and MIN) for the “�-optimized” IE from [10], which206

are a proxy of the uncertainty on the exact realization of207

the cosmic-ray transport in the Milky Way above 10 TeV208

while being consistent with cosmic-ray data. Absorption209

of gamma rays onto interstellar radiation fields and on210

the CMB is included.211

The gamma-ray maps, �IE(E, l, b), used in Ref. [10]212

are publicly available. We start from these data products213

to derive all results related to IE. The IE MAX and MIN214

contribution in the two ROIs of interest for this analysis215

are displayed in Fig. 3.216

III.2. Contribution from unresolved sources217

The expected cumulative emission from a population218

of unresolved sources is a characteristic of each instru-219

ment as it depends on its specifications and performance.220

In other words, HAWC and Tibet AS� exhibit di↵erent221

detection thresholds to gamma-ray sources within their222

sensitivity reach. Depending on the source-count distri-223

bution flux of the underlying population of gamma-ray224

sources, i.e. the number of sources per unit flux dN/dS,225

sources too faint to be detected and whose flux is be-226

low the detection threshold will remain “unresolved” and227

contribute, cumulatively, to the di↵use gamma-ray emis-228

sion. The (true) underlying population of (Galactic)229

point-like and extended very-high-energy sources is then230

the same for both telescopes, so that a single phenomeno-231

logical model to describe said population can be used.232

Studies of unresolved sources from di↵erent astrophys-233

ical objects and their contribution to the gamma-ray dif-234

fuse emission have been extensively performed at GeV235

energies for Fermi-LAT observations, especially to inter-236

pret the origin of the so-called Fermi di↵use gamma-ray237

background, see [58] for a review. While the contribu-238

tion of unresolved sources is important for large-scale239

di↵use signals in extended ROIs, as most of the Fermi-240

LAT observations are, it is of lesser relevance for typical241

Cherenkov telescopes measurements, given the limited242

instrument field of view (FOV). Nonetheless, studies of243

bright TeV emitters have shown that the corresponding244

unresolved population can significantly contribute to the245

TeV large-scale di↵use signal in the Galactic disk [59–246

61]. The contribution of unresolved sources is expected247

to rise at very high energies where large-FOV ground-248

based telescopes are more sensitive to large-scale di↵use249

signals.250

With the aim of quantifying what is the contribution of251

unresolved sources to the di↵use emission measurements,252

we follow the prescriptions outlined in [62], whose details253

we further describe in Appendix A.254

We consider that the Galactic population of very-255

high-energy sources is spatially distributed according256

to Ref. [63], with ⇢(r) the source number density,257

c.f. Eq. A1. We normalize ⇢(r) to unity when integrated258

over the full volume of the Milky Way.259

We model the gamma-ray luminosity function of TeV-260

bright sources, L(LTeV), as in Ref. [64], where the func-261

tion parameters are tuned to match the outcome of the262

H.E.S.S. Galactic plane survey, c.f. Eq. A3, and LTeV263

refers to the gamma-ray luminosity of an individual ob-264

ject of the population in the energy band from 1 to 100265

TeV. The number of sources per unit volume and lumi-266

nosity can then be written as:267

dN

d3r dLTeV
= ⇢(r) ⇥ L(LTeV). (2)

To compute the flux of unresolved sources in a given268

energy range from the source population luminosity func-269

tion, one needs to assume an average source spectrum.270

As in Ref. [62], we parametrize the average source spec-271

trum by a power law with exponential cuto↵:272

'(E) = K0

✓
E

1 TeV

◆��

exp

✓
�

E

Ec

◆
, (3)

where the value of K0 follows from the requirement that273

Eq. 3 is normalized to one when integrated from 1 TeV274

to 100 TeV. The spectral parameters � and Ec are free275

parameters of the model. We adapt the value of � and276

Ec in order for our model to better match the proper-277

ties of detected TeV-bright Galactic sources, as well as278

gamma-ray data from HAWC and Tibet AS�, and there-279

fore these parameters’ values di↵er slightly from what280

has been employed in [62].281

The cumulative flux, �sTH, of all TeV-bright sources282

below a detection threshold STH is defined as:283

�sTH(E) = '(E)

STHZ

0

�TeV
dN

d�TeV
d�TeV. (4)

where dN/d�TeV is directly related to Eq. 2 under the284

change of variable LTeV = 4⇡d2�TeVhEi and integrating285

out the spatial dependence. We refer the reader to Ap-286

pendix A for more details and definitions, which follow287

from Refs. [62, 64]. The detection threshold, STH, de-288

pends on the telescope performance. By comparing our289

 —> average index of known TeV-bright sources (TeVCat)
 TeV —> ensures non-detection of photons by Tibet AS  

                               beyond 400 TeV associated to localised sources

β = 2.6
Ec = 300 γ

What is the detection threshold 
 of HAWC and Tibet AS ?γ

[D. R. Lorimer+, MNRAS 3721,138 777 (2006)]
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✦ Assume that only Galactic astrophysics generates the observed sub-PeV gamma-ray 
emission along the Galactic disc.


✦ Known bright localised sources already subtracted: Remaining two contributions  
(i) interstellar emission (IE) and  
(ii) sub-threshold point-like and extended sources.

✦ Tibet AS  reports 37 sub-PeV gamma-ray events from stacking the emission seen 
from the direction of all known TeV-bright sources in its region of interest.

γ

most optimistic interpretation: 1 photon from each of the 37 brightest sources
4

model predictions from Eq. 4 with HAWC and Tibet AS�290

published instrument performance, we derive an estimate291

of each telescope’s detection threshold STH.292

We highlight now the details of our procedure to fix293

the values of the parameters STibet
TH , SHAWC

TH , Ec and �.294

For Tibet AS�, the collaboration reports that a ded-295

icated search towards the known positions of 60 TeV-296

Cat sources within their total FOV (22� < ` < 225�,297

|b| < 5�) resulted in 37 gamma-ray-like events (E > 100298

TeV) when applying a 0.5� search window. 2 We inter-299

pret this stacked number of source-like excess counts in300

a conservative way: We assume that at most 37 of these301

known sources could have contributed to the measured302

emission with exactly a single gamma ray. Hence, the Ti-303

bet AS� array has – in the most optimistic scenario – a304

sensitivity suited to detect the 37 brightest sources listed305

in TeVCat within its FOV. We analyze the properties306

of the currently detected TeV-bright Galactic sources in307

the TeVCat that fall within the total Tibet AS� FOV,308

and use the reasoning above to set a lower bound on the309

experimentally achievable detection threshold – this is a310

conservative choice for the final purpose of this work as311

explained in detail below. From TeVCat and the listed312

references therein, we collect the spectral parameters of313

the known TeV-bright sources in the total FOV of Ti-314

bet AS�. Among the 60 TeVCat sources, there are also315

a number of Galactic objects whose detection has been316

recently announced by the LHAASO collaboration [65].317

Unfortunately, most of these sources lack spectral char-318

acterization, and only the di↵erential photon flux at 100319

TeV in units of the Crab nebula’s flux is provided. We in-320

clude these LHAASO sources assuming that they exhibit321

a di↵erential gamma-ray spectrum coinciding with the322

one of the Crab as stated in Ref. [66], and rescale the flux323

normalization according to the given photon flux infor-324

mation. Additionally, since the Tibet AS� collaboration325

does not find any gamma-ray event above 400 TeV asso-326

ciated with the positions of detected TeV-bright sources,327

we impose an exponential cuto↵ at Ec = 300 TeV for all328

TeVCat sources whose spectrum is described by a simple329

power law. We notice that the selected cuto↵ energy is330

in line with the reported spectra of the three PeVatron331

candidates detected by LHAASO [65]. We then calcu-332

late the flux S above 100 TeV for each one of the 60333

TeV-bright sources considered. We show the cumula-334

tive source count distribution, dN/dS, of the 60 TeVCat335

sources in Fig. 1. By imposing that at least 37 sources336

have been detected by Tibet AS�, we conclude that the337

detection threshold of Tibet AS� cannot be smaller than338

10% of the Crab nebula’s flux above 100 TeV, which we339

adopt as the value for STibet
TH .340

2
This number does not account for subtraction of background esti-

mated events. Considering 8.7 background events, the source-like

event counts reduce to 28.3. We notice that using this number in-

stead of 37 would imply a larger detection threshold, i.e. a larger

contribution of unresolved sources to the di↵use Galactic signal,

and, ultimately, a stronger bound on the ALP-photon coupling.
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FIG. 1. Cumulative number of sources listed in TeVCat that
fall within the FOV of Tibet AS� depending on their flux
above 100 TeV S(> 100 TeV). The spectral information for
each source has been extracted either directly from TeVCat or
the associated references therein. For comparison, we display
in orange S(> 100 TeV) of the Crab nebula according to its
spectrum reported in Ref. [66], as well as the fiducial threshold
of Tibet AS� (vertical grey line) defined by requiring that at
most 37 sources could have contributed one photon to the
total excess counts obtained from stacking the observations
in the direction of all known TeV-bright sources in the full
FOV of the array.

In case of HAWC, instead, the source detection341

threshold is obtained from the second HAWC catalog342

(2HWC) [67] by deriving the flux in the energy range343

of interest, from 10 to 100 TeV, for each listed source344

and setting S
HAWC
TH to the minimal value among the re-345

sulting flux values, i.e. 2% of the Crab flux in this energy346

range.347

Lastly, we compute the average value of the spectral348

index for the set of detected TeV-bright sources in Ti-349

bet AS�’s FOV – which includes the HAWC ROI as a350

subset –, and use it as the average spectral index for the351

synthetic source population, � = 2.6. We set the en-352

ergy cuto↵ of the synthetic source population Ec to 300353

TeV, consistently with what assumed for the TeV-bright354

emitters.355

We show the resulting cumulative flux of sub-threshold356

point-like and extended sources, �sTH, in Fig. 3, com-357

puted from Eq. 4 for the Tibet AS� and HAWC ROIs358

and derived instrument thresholds.359

IV. THE ALPS SUB-PEV �-RAY DIFFUSE360

FLUX361

An exotic large-scale di↵use signal can eventually362

contribute to the di↵use sub-PeV gamma-ray emission.363

We here consider the cumulative gamma-ray flux from364

ALP-photon conversion as sourced by high-energy neu-365

trino emitters. We follow the prescriptions presented in366

[50, 52], considering the latest determination of the as-367

trophysical neutrino flux and state-of-the-art values for368

✦ For HAWC: Take flux of faintest detected source that has been subtracted from the 
data set —>   of the Crab flux (10 - 100 TeV).STH = 2 %

Collect spectral information for all these  
sources from  
TeVCat (http://tevcat2.uchicago.edu/)

Impose cutoff at 300 TeV (no matter what).
Find 37 brightest sources among them  
—>   Crab flux (> 100 TeV).STH ≈ 10 %

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
http://tevcat2.uchicago.edu/
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✦ We combine the diffuse measurement of Tibet AS  and HAWC in a joint binned likelihood 
analysis such that: .


✦ HAWC provides the measurement in form of a power-law fit, hence we bin the functional 
parameterisation and its uncertainty. 

γ
ln ℒ ∝ χ2

NOTE: The astrophysical components are also affected by the presence of a non-vanishing 
coupling to ALPs 
—> In the Galactic magnetic field, locally generated gamma rays may convert into ALPs  
       thus reducing the naive model expectations.

8

The �
2-function is a function of a single parameter,647

namely the normalization ✓ of the ALP contribution648

�ALP to the astrophysically expected gamma-ray emis-649

sion in the Tibet AS� and HAWC ROI. Quantitatively,650

it is defined as651

�
2
j (✓) =

X

k

�
�ALP

k (✓) + �IE
k (✓) + �sTH

k (✓) � �j,k

�2

�
2
j,k

,

(11)
where the index k runs over the energy bins of each ex-652

perimental data set �j , �IE denotes the gamma-ray emis-653

sion associated to the interstellar emission as predicted654

by the two models that we adopt; �sTH is the gamma-655

ray component due to unresolved point-like and extended656

sources in the ROI of the respective instrument accord-657

ing to our reasoning detailed in the previous section and658

�
2
j refers to the variance of the respective experimental659

data for which we use the upper error margin in case660

of asymmetric error bars. As mentioned in Sec. II, the661

HAWC data is provided in terms of a continuous power662

law. Thus, we bin the spectrum in five logarithmically663

spaced energy bins between 10 TeV and 100 TeV to apply664

the aforementioned formalism. We explicitly introduced665

the dependence on the ALP-photon coupling for all of666

our model components to emphasize the impact of con-667

version events even on astrophysically produced gamma668

rays. We set upper limits on the normalization of the669

ALP component using a log-likelihood ratio test statis-670

tic, which in this particular case reduces to the di↵erence671

between �
2 functions according to672

��
2 = �

2(✓) � �
2(✓̂), (12)

where ✓̂ denotes the best-fit value of the ALP flux nor-673

malization parameter minimizing the value of the �
2-674

function in Eq. 11. Since ��
2 is a function of a single675

degree of freedom, we find the upper limit on ✓ at a 95%676

confidence level (C.L.) when it attains a value of 3.84677

[101]5. The constraint on ✓ can directly be translated to678

an upper limit on the coupling strength between ALPs679

and photons ga�� by using a grid of representative cou-680

pling strength values for fixed ALP mass ma, which we681

interpolate.682

VI. RESULTS683

The combined data from Tibet AS� and HAWC al-684

low us to exploit the energy range from 10 TeV to 1685

PeV to derive constraints on the parameter space of686

ALPs. After having conducted a maximum likelihood687

analysis, we find that the smaller ROI of Tibet AS�688

(25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�) combined with the larger689

5
PDG Review Statistics , Table 40.2.

ROI of HAWC (43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�) results in the690

most stringent upper limits on the ALP-photon coupling691

constant ga�� for all probed ALP masses. In fact, when692

we only consider the theoretically modeled astrophysical693

contribution in both ROIs, as shown in Fig. 3 without694

any ALP-induced spectral modulation, the data is en-695

tirely consistent with having solely IE and an additional696

di↵use contribution from localized sources below the de-697

tection threshold of the respective instrument. As a use-698

ful measure to gauge the room left for an ALP signal (for699

ALP masses ma . 2 ⇥ 10�7 eV) over the energy range700

of interest, we quote in Tab. I the maximally allowed701

ALP flux as a function of energy (adhering to the bin-702

ning scheme employed to the HAWC flux and as stated703

by the Tibet AS� collaboration), for the di↵erent astro-704

physical background models adopted in this work. This705

information can consequently be used to recast our re-706

sults to di↵erent models for the gamma-ray signal from707

ALP-photon conversion.708

We obtain competitive 95% C.L. upper limits on ga��709

as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the left panel, we show the710

variation of the limits induced by the change of the IE711

model, and we confront our constraints with a sample of712

upper bounds derived from high-energy and very-high-713

energy gamma-ray instruments. We are able to improve714

some of these literature constraints for ALP massesma >715

10�8 eV for the maximal IE scenario. We stress that the716

contribution from unresolved sources, at least for Tibet717

AS�, represents a lower limit of the unresolved source718

flux, because of the optimistic definition of the detection719

threshold. This is a conservative choice for our purposes,720

since it leaves more space for ALPs and implies a weaker721

limit on the ALP-photon coupling.722

Quantitatively, we obtain in the case of the MAX IE723

model an upper limit of724

ga�� . 2.1 ⇥ 10�11 GeV�1 for ma  2 ⇥ 10�7 eV . (13)

In the case of the MIN IE model, instead, the bounds725

degrade by a factor of ⇠ 1.5. We assume the magnetic726

field redshift evolution case (i).727

In the right panel, we display the uncertainty in the728

limits due to the redshift evolution of the magnetic field729

in the neutrino sources, i.e. the non-trivial redshift evo-730

lution scenario (i) versus the constant magnetic field case731

(ii). In this latter case, the upper limit stated in Eq. 13732

degrades by about 50%. This model ingredient is there-733

fore a source of systematic uncertainty as relevant as the734

uncertainty of the IE at sub-PeV energies.735

As anticipated, the uncertainty caused by the current736

imperfect knowledge of the star-formation rate density737

evolution ⇢̇⇤(z) is almost negligible, and accounts for a738

fractional change of ⇠ 2% of the upper limits compared739

to the benchmark scenario.740

In the present analysis, we combine Tibet AS� and741

HAWC data. By considering only one ROI at a time742

we, however, find that most of the constraining power743

is derived from the HAWC measurement, while the Ti-744

bet AS� data set provides a less influential contribution.745
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FIG. 3. Gamma-ray spectra of the emission components used to fit the Tibet AS� [53] (ROI: 25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�;
left) and HAWC data [6] (ROI: 43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�; right) of the Galactic di↵use emission (red). Light purple lines
display the expected contribution of the interstellar emission (IE) either in a minimal (dashed) or maximal (solid) scenario
whereas the component arising due to subthreshold sources is marked with a solid green line (↵ = �2.6, Ec = 300 TeV,
STibet

TH = 10%SCrab(> 100 TeV), SHAWC

TH = 2%SCrab([10, 100] TeV)). The corresponding total astrophysical gamma-ray
emission is denoted by dark purple lines adhering to the same IE line style. Note that we display here the theoretically
predicted spectra for ga�� ⌘ 0. For comparison, we add as an orange solid line an example of the derived ALP-induced
gamma-ray flux normalized to the value corresponding to the upper limit in the MAX scenario for an ALP of ma = 100 neV.

FIG. 4. 95% C.L. upper limits on the ALP-photon coupling strength ga�� as a function of the ALP mass ma derived from
the combined analysis of the Tibet AS� (25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�) and HAWC measurement (43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�) of the
di↵use gamma-ray flux along the Galactic plane. Left: Dependence of the upper limits on the choice of the IE model. The
yellow-shaded region illustrates the constraints derived for the MIN scenario of the “�-optimized” IE model from [10] while the
enlarged black-hatched region denotes the improvement of upper limits if the MAX scenario of the same theoretical model is
realized in nature. Right: Uncertainty on the constraints arising from the two scenarios for the evolution of the magnetic field
strength in extragalactic neutrino sources described in Sec. IV. The black-hatched region displays the limit in scenario (i) for
the case of maximal IE (as in the left panel) whereas the yellow region illustrates the loss of sensitivity when instead scenario
(ii), a constant magnetic field strength throughout the history of the universe, is assumed. For comparison, we show various
constraints on ALPs derived from di↵erent observables relevant in the very-high-energy regime: HAWC TeV blazars [102],
Fermi-LAT measurements of the spectra of NGC 1275[103], H.E.S.S. searches for irregularities in the spectra of PKS 2155-304
[104], combined ARGO-YBJ and Fermi-LAT observations of Mrk 421 [105] as well as the non-observation of gamma rays from
SN1987A [106]. Besides these gamma-ray probes of ALP presence, we display the upper limits derived from the helioscope
experiment CAST [107], whose constraints overlap with an independent constraint from an analysis of the number of stars in
the horizontal branch in old stellar systems [108] and a constraint due to the non-observation of polarization features in the
emission of white dwarfs [109]. This plot and the collection of current ALP upper limits have been generated with the software
and library provided by Ciaran O’Hare [36].

clei in galaxy clusters NGC 1275 and PKS 2155-304, see808

the discussion in [110]. Our approach o↵ers a comple-809

mentary, independent, probe of the ALP parameter space810

accessible by current gamma-ray telescopes, and extends811

it to higher masses progressively closing the gap up to812

ADMX limits [111].813

sub-threshold contrib.
IE contrib.

✦ The astrophysical contribution to the physics probed by both instruments is already 
sufficient to explain the measurements.  
—> Plotted spectra for .gaγγ ≡ 0

✦ Little space for an additional exotic component: For 100 neV axion-like particle this 
scenario translates to an upper limit on the photon-ALP coupling (at a 95% confidence 
level) of (using the maximal scenario for IE)
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The �
2-function is a function of a single parameter,647

namely the normalization ✓ of the ALP contribution648

�ALP to the astrophysically expected gamma-ray emis-649

sion in the Tibet AS� and HAWC ROI. Quantitatively,650

it is defined as651
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where the index k runs over the energy bins of each ex-652

perimental data set �j , �IE denotes the gamma-ray emis-653

sion associated to the interstellar emission as predicted654

by the two models that we adopt; �sTH is the gamma-655

ray component due to unresolved point-like and extended656

sources in the ROI of the respective instrument accord-657

ing to our reasoning detailed in the previous section and658

�
2
j refers to the variance of the respective experimental659

data for which we use the upper error margin in case660

of asymmetric error bars. As mentioned in Sec. II, the661

HAWC data is provided in terms of a continuous power662

law. Thus, we bin the spectrum in five logarithmically663

spaced energy bins between 10 TeV and 100 TeV to apply664

the aforementioned formalism. We explicitly introduced665

the dependence on the ALP-photon coupling for all of666

our model components to emphasize the impact of con-667

version events even on astrophysically produced gamma668

rays. We set upper limits on the normalization of the669

ALP component using a log-likelihood ratio test statis-670

tic, which in this particular case reduces to the di↵erence671

between �
2 functions according to672

��
2 = �

2(✓) � �
2(✓̂), (12)

where ✓̂ denotes the best-fit value of the ALP flux nor-673

malization parameter minimizing the value of the �
2-674

function in Eq. 11. Since ��
2 is a function of a single675

degree of freedom, we find the upper limit on ✓ at a 95%676

confidence level (C.L.) when it attains a value of 3.84677

[101]5. The constraint on ✓ can directly be translated to678

an upper limit on the coupling strength between ALPs679

and photons ga�� by using a grid of representative cou-680

pling strength values for fixed ALP mass ma, which we681

interpolate.682

VI. RESULTS683

The combined data from Tibet AS� and HAWC al-684

low us to exploit the energy range from 10 TeV to 1685

PeV to derive constraints on the parameter space of686

ALPs. After having conducted a maximum likelihood687

analysis, we find that the smaller ROI of Tibet AS�688

(25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�) combined with the larger689

5
PDG Review Statistics , Table 40.2.

ROI of HAWC (43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�) results in the690

most stringent upper limits on the ALP-photon coupling691

constant ga�� for all probed ALP masses. In fact, when692

we only consider the theoretically modeled astrophysical693

contribution in both ROIs, as shown in Fig. 3 without694

any ALP-induced spectral modulation, the data is en-695

tirely consistent with having solely IE and an additional696

di↵use contribution from localized sources below the de-697

tection threshold of the respective instrument. As a use-698

ful measure to gauge the room left for an ALP signal (for699

ALP masses ma . 2 ⇥ 10�7 eV) over the energy range700

of interest, we quote in Tab. I the maximally allowed701

ALP flux as a function of energy (adhering to the bin-702

ning scheme employed to the HAWC flux and as stated703

by the Tibet AS� collaboration), for the di↵erent astro-704

physical background models adopted in this work. This705

information can consequently be used to recast our re-706

sults to di↵erent models for the gamma-ray signal from707

ALP-photon conversion.708

We obtain competitive 95% C.L. upper limits on ga��709

as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the left panel, we show the710

variation of the limits induced by the change of the IE711

model, and we confront our constraints with a sample of712

upper bounds derived from high-energy and very-high-713

energy gamma-ray instruments. We are able to improve714

some of these literature constraints for ALP massesma >715

10�8 eV for the maximal IE scenario. We stress that the716

contribution from unresolved sources, at least for Tibet717

AS�, represents a lower limit of the unresolved source718

flux, because of the optimistic definition of the detection719

threshold. This is a conservative choice for our purposes,720

since it leaves more space for ALPs and implies a weaker721

limit on the ALP-photon coupling.722

Quantitatively, we obtain in the case of the MAX IE723

model an upper limit of724

ga�� . 2.1 ⇥ 10�11 GeV�1 for ma  2 ⇥ 10�7 eV . (13)

In the case of the MIN IE model, instead, the bounds725

degrade by a factor of ⇠ 1.5. We assume the magnetic726

field redshift evolution case (i).727

In the right panel, we display the uncertainty in the728

limits due to the redshift evolution of the magnetic field729

in the neutrino sources, i.e. the non-trivial redshift evo-730

lution scenario (i) versus the constant magnetic field case731

(ii). In this latter case, the upper limit stated in Eq. 13732

degrades by about 50%. This model ingredient is there-733

fore a source of systematic uncertainty as relevant as the734

uncertainty of the IE at sub-PeV energies.735

As anticipated, the uncertainty caused by the current736

imperfect knowledge of the star-formation rate density737

evolution ⇢̇⇤(z) is almost negligible, and accounts for a738

fractional change of ⇠ 2% of the upper limits compared739

to the benchmark scenario.740

In the present analysis, we combine Tibet AS� and741

HAWC data. By considering only one ROI at a time742

we, however, find that most of the constraining power743

is derived from the HAWC measurement, while the Ti-744

bet AS� data set provides a less influential contribution.745
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FIG. 3. Gamma-ray spectra of the emission components used to fit the Tibet AS� [53] (ROI: 25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�;
left) and HAWC data [6] (ROI: 43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�; right) of the Galactic di↵use emission (red). Light purple lines
display the expected contribution of the interstellar emission (IE) either in a minimal (dashed) or maximal (solid) scenario
whereas the component arising due to subthreshold sources is marked with a solid green line (↵ = �2.6, Ec = 300 TeV,
STibet

TH = 10%SCrab(> 100 TeV), SHAWC

TH = 2%SCrab([10, 100] TeV)). The corresponding total astrophysical gamma-ray
emission is denoted by dark purple lines adhering to the same IE line style. Note that we display here the theoretically
predicted spectra for ga�� ⌘ 0. For comparison, we add as an orange solid line an example of the derived ALP-induced
gamma-ray flux normalized to the value corresponding to the upper limit in the MAX scenario for an ALP of ma = 100 neV.
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FIG. 4. 95% C.L. upper limits on the ALP-photon coupling strength ga�� as a function of the ALP mass ma derived from
the combined analysis of the Tibet AS� (25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�) and HAWC measurement (43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�) of the
di↵use gamma-ray flux along the Galactic plane. Left: Dependence of the upper limits on the choice of the IE model. The
yellow-shaded region illustrates the constraints derived for the MIN scenario of the “�-optimized” IE model from [10] while the
enlarged black-hatched region denotes the improvement of upper limits if the MAX scenario of the same theoretical model is
realized in nature. Right: Uncertainty on the constraints arising from the two scenarios for the evolution of the magnetic field
strength in extragalactic neutrino sources described in Sec. IV. The black-hatched region displays the limit in scenario (i) for
the case of maximal IE (as in the left panel) whereas the yellow region illustrates the loss of sensitivity when instead scenario
(ii), a constant magnetic field strength throughout the history of the universe, is assumed. For comparison, we show various
constraints on ALPs derived from di↵erent observables relevant in the very-high-energy regime: HAWC TeV blazars [102],
Fermi-LAT measurements of the spectra of NGC 1275[103], H.E.S.S. searches for irregularities in the spectra of PKS 2155-304
[104], combined ARGO-YBJ and Fermi-LAT observations of Mrk 421 [105] as well as the non-observation of gamma rays from
SN1987A [106]. Besides these gamma-ray probes of ALP presence, we display the upper limits derived from the helioscope
experiment CAST [107], whose constraints overlap with an independent constraint from an analysis of the number of stars in
the horizontal branch in old stellar systems [108] and a constraint due to the non-observation of polarization features in the
emission of white dwarfs [109]. This plot and the collection of current ALP upper limits have been generated with the software
and library provided by Ciaran O’Hare [36].
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the discussion in [110]. Our approach o↵ers a comple-809

mentary, independent, probe of the ALP parameter space810

accessible by current gamma-ray telescopes, and extends811

it to higher masses progressively closing the gap up to812

ADMX limits [111].813

✦ Uncertainty due to modelling of interstellar emission:
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FIG. 3. Gamma-ray spectra of the emission components used to fit the Tibet AS� [53] (ROI: 25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�;
left) and HAWC data [6] (ROI: 43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�; right) of the Galactic di↵use emission (red). Light purple lines
display the expected contribution of the interstellar emission (IE) either in a minimal (dashed) or maximal (solid) scenario
whereas the component arising due to subthreshold sources is marked with a solid green line (↵ = �2.6, Ec = 300 TeV,
STibet

TH = 10%SCrab(> 100 TeV), SHAWC

TH = 2%SCrab([10, 100] TeV)). The corresponding total astrophysical gamma-ray
emission is denoted by dark purple lines adhering to the same IE line style. Note that we display here the theoretically
predicted spectra for ga�� ⌘ 0. For comparison, we add as an orange solid line an example of the derived ALP-induced
gamma-ray flux normalized to the value corresponding to the upper limit in the MAX scenario for an ALP of ma = 100 neV.
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FIG. 4. 95% C.L. upper limits on the ALP-photon coupling strength ga�� as a function of the ALP mass ma derived from
the combined analysis of the Tibet AS� (25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�) and HAWC measurement (43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�) of the
di↵use gamma-ray flux along the Galactic plane. Left: Dependence of the upper limits on the choice of the IE model. The
yellow-shaded region illustrates the constraints derived for the MIN scenario of the “�-optimized” IE model from [10] while the
enlarged black-hatched region denotes the improvement of upper limits if the MAX scenario of the same theoretical model is
realized in nature. Right: Uncertainty on the constraints arising from the two scenarios for the evolution of the magnetic field
strength in extragalactic neutrino sources described in Sec. IV. The black-hatched region displays the limit in scenario (i) for
the case of maximal IE (as in the left panel) whereas the yellow region illustrates the loss of sensitivity when instead scenario
(ii), a constant magnetic field strength throughout the history of the universe, is assumed. For comparison, we show various
constraints on ALPs derived from di↵erent observables relevant in the very-high-energy regime: HAWC TeV blazars [102],
Fermi-LAT measurements of the spectra of NGC 1275[103], H.E.S.S. searches for irregularities in the spectra of PKS 2155-304
[104], combined ARGO-YBJ and Fermi-LAT observations of Mrk 421 [105] as well as the non-observation of gamma rays from
SN1987A [106]. Besides these gamma-ray probes of ALP presence, we display the upper limits derived from the helioscope
experiment CAST [107], whose constraints overlap with an independent constraint from an analysis of the number of stars in
the horizontal branch in old stellar systems [108] and a constraint due to the non-observation of polarization features in the
emission of white dwarfs [109]. This plot and the collection of current ALP upper limits have been generated with the software
and library provided by Ciaran O’Hare [36].

clei in galaxy clusters NGC 1275 and PKS 2155-304, see808

the discussion in [110]. Our approach o↵ers a comple-809

mentary, independent, probe of the ALP parameter space810

accessible by current gamma-ray telescopes, and extends811

it to higher masses progressively closing the gap up to812

ADMX limits [111].813

—> Uncertainty between minimal and maximal IE  
       around a factor of 1.5

—> Even in minimal scenario, competitive  
       constraints.

—> ALPs-only constraints worse by a factor of 3.

✦ Uncertainty due to redshift-dependence of magnetic fields in star-forming galaxies:

—> Formation and evolution of galactic magnetic 
       fields is a subject of ongoing theoretical and  
       experimental research [T. G. Arshakian+, A&A 494, 21 (2009)]  
—> Increase of field strength with redshift by no  
       means necessary. 
—> What happens if it stays constant?  
       Factor of ~1.5 deterioration of limits (since 
       we are not very sensitive to the high-  sky).z

[credit: C. O’Hare, "Axionlimits"]
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✦ Sub-PeV gamma rays provide a unique way to search for exotic physics due to the 
limited list of potential astrophysical contributors. 

✦ The astrophysical neutrino flux measured by IceCube is tied to a concomitant 
gamma-ray flux that is mostly attenuated on the extragalactic background light. 

✦ We impose that star-forming galaxies are responsible for the observed IceCube 
neutrino flux via -interactions, which consequently leads to an axion-like particle 
flux due to in situ photon-ALP conversions. 

✦ Given the observed star-formation rate density evolution in the universe, we derive the 
cumulative isotropic ALP flux from neutrino-generating star-forming galaxies as 
well as the associated gamma-ray flux due to re-conversion in the magnetic field of the 
Milky Way. 

✦ Based on realistic models for interstellar emission and sub-threshold source populations 
in the Milky Way, we quantify the expected astrophysical contribution to the sub-PeV 
measurements of the Galactic diffuse emission seen by HAWC and Tibet AS . 

✦ From the HAWC and Tibet AS  data sets we derive competitive upper limits on the 
photon-ALP coupling constant  for ALP masses  eV at a 95% 
confidence level, thus progressively closing the mass gap towards ADMX limits.


pγ

γ

γ
gaγγ ma ≤ 2 × 10−7
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What about LHAASO in the end?
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✦ We did not consider LHAASO in our study because of the inaccessible(?)/insufficient 
public information about its derivation (source mask, background vs. signal events). 


✦ However, the LHAASO data cover both the HAWC and Tibet AS  energy range.γSpectra Energy Distribution
—— 25°<𝑙𝑙<100°

Extraction of  Resolved Sources

Region:
Inner Galactic Plane
(25°<𝑙𝑙<100°)

R < 2 p. s. f2 + 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2Masked radius

TeVCat: http://tevcat2.uchicago.edu/

LHAASO source mask

✦ If we try to digitise the ICRC mask and only account for IE (no data about det. threshold) 
we find (see also                                         for a similar approach).
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FIG. 3. Gamma-ray spectra of the emission components used to fit the Tibet AS� [53] (ROI: 25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�;
left) and HAWC data [6] (ROI: 43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�; right) of the Galactic di↵use emission (red). Light purple lines
display the expected contribution of the interstellar emission (IE) either in a minimal (dashed) or maximal (solid) scenario
whereas the component arising due to subthreshold sources is marked with a solid green line (↵ = �2.6, Ec = 300 TeV,
STibet

TH = 10%SCrab(> 100 TeV), SHAWC

TH = 2%SCrab([10, 100] TeV)). The corresponding total astrophysical gamma-ray
emission is denoted by dark purple lines adhering to the same IE line style. Note that we display here the theoretically
predicted spectra for ga�� ⌘ 0. For comparison, we add as an orange solid line an example of the derived ALP-induced
gamma-ray flux normalized to the value corresponding to the upper limit in the MAX scenario for an ALP of ma = 100 neV.
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FIG. 4. 95% C.L. upper limits on the ALP-photon coupling strength ga�� as a function of the ALP mass ma derived from
the combined analysis of the Tibet AS� (25� < ` < 100�, |b| < 5�) and HAWC measurement (43� < ` < 73�, |b| < 4�) of the
di↵use gamma-ray flux along the Galactic plane. Left: Dependence of the upper limits on the choice of the IE model. The
yellow-shaded region illustrates the constraints derived for the MIN scenario of the “�-optimized” IE model from [10] while the
enlarged black-hatched region denotes the improvement of upper limits if the MAX scenario of the same theoretical model is
realized in nature. Right: Uncertainty on the constraints arising from the two scenarios for the evolution of the magnetic field
strength in extragalactic neutrino sources described in Sec. IV. The black-hatched region displays the limit in scenario (i) for
the case of maximal IE (as in the left panel) whereas the yellow region illustrates the loss of sensitivity when instead scenario
(ii), a constant magnetic field strength throughout the history of the universe, is assumed. For comparison, we show various
constraints on ALPs derived from di↵erent observables relevant in the very-high-energy regime: HAWC TeV blazars [102],
Fermi-LAT measurements of the spectra of NGC 1275[103], H.E.S.S. searches for irregularities in the spectra of PKS 2155-304
[104], combined ARGO-YBJ and Fermi-LAT observations of Mrk 421 [105] as well as the non-observation of gamma rays from
SN1987A [106]. Besides these gamma-ray probes of ALP presence, we display the upper limits derived from the helioscope
experiment CAST [107], whose constraints overlap with an independent constraint from an analysis of the number of stars in
the horizontal branch in old stellar systems [108] and a constraint due to the non-observation of polarization features in the
emission of white dwarfs [109]. This plot and the collection of current ALP upper limits have been generated with the software
and library provided by Ciaran O’Hare [36].

clei in galaxy clusters NGC 1275 and PKS 2155-304, see808

the discussion in [110]. Our approach o↵ers a comple-809

mentary, independent, probe of the ALP parameter space810

accessible by current gamma-ray telescopes, and extends811

it to higher masses progressively closing the gap up to812

ADMX limits [111].813

HAWC + Tibet

Less constraining 
but with full exp. 
approach 
available quite 
promising!

preliminary 
(do not quote me!)

[L. Mastrototaro+, arXiv e-Print:2206.08945]
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